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Sarah Jessica Parker attends Miami party

Call it a trip down memory lane.  Sarah
Jessica Parker, Jeremy Piven, Carla Gugino
and director David Frankel attended a movie
screener and after-party in celebration of the
18th anniversary of the Frankel's "Miami
Rhapsody."

The event, hosted by the Miami International
Film Festival and Miami Dade College, was

held Friday night at the Tower Theater in Little Havana.  After the movie, the former co-stars
gathered at a private soriee held inside the Coral Gables Country Club.

"Miami Rhapsody," filmed entirely in the Magic City, is considered to be a milestone in Parker's
career (she filmed it when she was 29) long before "Sex and the City," and her on-screen love
affair began with Mr. Big and Manolo Blahniks.

At the party, she kept a low-profile and only posed for a few photos with fans. Instead of her
usual hot-off-the-runway attire, the fashionista sported a more casual look: striped shirt, leggings
and kitten stilettos.  
In a roped off area, she drank bubbly and chatted the whole night with Gugino and Frankel.  

Piven (of "Entourage" fame) is known in Hollywood to be somewhat of a chick magnet so it was
only fitting that he was more sociable at the party chatting up several eager ladies.

Without getting a chance to see Parker up-close, most people left the party early. 

Parker told The Miami Herald  she doesn't visit South Florida often, but made the trip after an
invite arrived via e-mail from Frankel, and because filming the movie was such a "good
experience."
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About the blog & author
Are you On the List? Ever wonder how to slip past the velvet
ropes and into private lounges where supermodels dance on
tables and celebrities are livin' large and in charge? Our party
patrol shares night life secrets, from what to wear to how to
score VIP access. We get celebrities, DJs, club owners and
doormen to reveal how you can take full advantage of South
Florida's glamorous, sexy club scene.

Micaela Hood: Friends call me Ms. Miami. I'm
a veteran South Florida entertainment reporter
and celeb spotting is my specialty. I regularly
interview A-listers on the red carpet at the
Academy Awards, Super Bowls and haute
fashions shows. I've even hosted events with

Kim Kardashian and Vampire Diaries' Ian Somerhalder and
Paul Wesley. I live the good life on South Beach with my dog
and cat, Buffy and Chloe. I love to shop, tan and people-watch
on Lincoln Road.
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Bradley Cooper
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DiCaprio scope
out women in
South Beach
Call it the week of
the A-listers. 
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hang out with
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their volleyballs

Mel Gibson and
Gerard Butler's
Miami
Bromance
Mel Gibson and
Gerard Butler
were seen dining
at Zuma in Miami
last week with a
large group of (uh,
mostly ladies)
friends.
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